Tire siping for winter traction
By Brad DeLong
Do you get that icy-hand-in-the-stomach feeling every time you brake on
hard-packed snow or ice? Does your
rig slip and slide in the rain? Maybe
your tires need some help. Siping
may be the answer. Where I live, in
the inland Northwest, it's almost a
religion.
Siping is the process of cutting slits
across the tread of your tires. On hard
surfaces, these little cuts "open up"
and provide a lot more gripping surface. The sipes are made using a
machine with a rotating blade to make
rows of cuts, about five per inch, at 90
degrees to the tread. The depth of the
cuts ranges from 11/32 to 5/32 inch—
deeper on new light-truck tires, shallower on passenger-car or used-truck
tires. The number of
rows around the tire depends on the
width of
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surface and moves the
vehicle forward. The
siped slits provide a better "squeegee effect"
than solid lugs of rubber,
and they grip better by
increasing the flexibility
of the tread.
Proponents say siping increases tire life
by allowing tires to run cooler. The slits in
the tread allow heat to dissipate better,
and some sipers claim 10 to 20 percent
better mileage from a set of siped treads.
Unfortunately, there hasn't been much
actual testing done to tell us if all this is
more than just theory and folklore. In
1978, the National Safety Council did
some tests on siped and non-siped tires.
On glare ice, breakaway traction with
siped tires was 65 percent better, traction of a spinning tire was 28 percent
improved, and stopping distance was 22
percent shorter. No tests have been
done on tire wear.
Tire manufacturers, however, don't generally approve of after-market siping, but
acknowledge the advantages of the
process for certain designs, especially
snow tires. If you look at the tread of a
good snow tire, you'll see little slits running across the tread. The Bridgestone
Blizzak is a good example.
The Michelin Alpin snow tire has inverted
Y-shaped sipes, so that a single slit
becomes two as the tire wears. The

A detail of the blade. The size of
the guiding head determines
the depth of the cuts. In general, 11/32 inch is used for new
light-truck tires, with shallower
cuts placed on passenger-car
tires or used truck tires.

outer single "limb"
is
contained in
the softer
snow-gripping compound of
the tread. When this soft compound
wears away, the sipes double in number,
giving greater flexibility to the harder
inner tire compound. Factory siping such
as this is accomplished during the molding process, not by slicing. In turn, siping
proponents hold that the OEM molding
process removes some amount of rubber to create the slits. The after-market
sliced siping doesn't remove rubber, so
after-market sipes slits have sharper
edges than the molded slits. This, in theory, would mean the after-market sipes
grip better and are less likely to "chunk."
In response, the manufacturers claim
that molded sipes grip better when cornering because they tend to stay open
better than the after-market slices. So
the discussion goes.
Tire manufacturers agree that "chunking" is a problem with siped tires,
because the edges of the sipes tend to
hang up on dry surfaces, and small
pieces of rubber can be torn away. They
see off-pavement use of siped tires as
particularly harmful because (1) rough
rocks tend to chunk away bits of the
tread, and (2) small bits of gravel can get
wedged into the sipes in off-highway
use, increasing wear and noise when
back on the pavement.
Four wheelers who regularly sipe their
tires usually maintain that chunking is
not a significant problem, even when
rock crawling. In fact, some of them feel

that siped tires increase traction in all situations, wet and dry. Siping certainly
increases traction on wet slickrock.
TO SIPE OR ... ?
it's a personal decision, since there are
very few test results to guide us.
However, I feel strongly that siping my
tires has given me a lot more traction
and much better stopping distance on
hard-packed snow and ice. This winter,
I'm driving a '94 K-Blazer on siped
BFGoodrich LT285/75R16 Mud-Terrain
T/As. This tire has an aggressive tread,
IS excellent on rocks and in mud, but the
spacing is too wide to be an optimal
snow tire. A snow tire needs wideenough spaces to trap the snow,
because the snow retained in the tire
tread creates traction against the snow
on the road. However, if the spacing is
too wide, the snow gets thrown out of the
tire, and traction is lost. Siping the BFGs
seems to help their snow handling characteristics a great deal.
I also own an '87 Wrangler riding on
siped Super Swamper 33x12.50s. This
very aggressive mud and rock tread is
not the greatest on hard-packed snow
and ice. The spacing is very wide and
snow retention in the tread is poor, so
traction is lost on hard-packed snow; the
tires are wide and offer less directional
stability on hard snow and ice than do
narrower tires; the tire compound is stiff
and does not offer the flexibility required
by a dedicated snow tire. Flexibility is
also impaired by the large lug pattern.
With my TSLs, siping has helped traction
and braking considerably. The siping
machine could not carry the sipes all the
way to the edge of the tread, which might
have improved cornering stability.
The authoritative Super Swampers perform well in firm deep snow, which of
course is similar to mud in terms of the
techniques required to negotiate it.
If you use studded snow tires, the
process of center-siping can give you
traction from the studs on the inside and
outside of each tire, and traction from the
siping in the center of the tread. (The
question of using studded tires is a
whole other issue. They stop you better
on ice, but they may increase stopping
distance on dry pavement by keeping
the tread lifted, preventing it from gripping the pavement.)
If you have a set of high-end dedicated
snow tires that you keep for winter use
only, and they are new, it's less important
to have them siped. As you use them,
the softer snow-gripping surface compound will wear down.
If you're doing winter driving on regular
tires, siping is highly advised. It may
make the difference between stopping

A state-of-the-art dedicated snow tire, the
Bridgestone Blizzak.
The tread spacing is
wide enough to retain
traction on snowy
pavement, but it's not
so wide that the snow gets thrown out as the wheel
turns.
The softer tire compound provides good flexibility and
adherence to snow. Molded sipes are present to
increase traction and flexibility.

and not stopping on a slick road, and it may save you from
having to use chains in some situations.
If the road is really slick, don't count on siping alone, even
with good snow tires. Grit your teeth and put on the chains.
Of course, you'll use two sets, front and back, to take full
advantage of your 4x4.
The siped BFG Mud-Terrain T/A. Cost: $11 per tire. The
sipes extend to the outside of the tread to provide
improved cornering and directional stability.

If you run snow tires, with or without siping,
RESOURCES
remember to install them well before the first
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snowfall and run them on dry pavement for 600
Aftermaket siping equipment
miles. A recent study by Michelin showed that
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the tread compound hardens during summer
storage and needs to be reconditioned before it
can provide maximum traction on snow and ice.
A small stone (arrow) has been removed from deep
A potential problem with siping: slight chunking
within one of the sipes. If allowed to remain, retained
(arrow) at the edge of one of the sipes.
gravel will increase wear by creating a greater tendency for rubber to chunk off the widened slit.
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